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Abstract

This paper formally defines and defends a largely traditional account
of the Polish aspectual system and explores its semantic consequences.
Using an extended version of the secondary imperfectivisation test, to-
gether with what we call the secondary perfectivisation test, we define
aspectual pairing at the word-formational level. The resulting system is
traditional because (with the exception of a few verbs such as modals and
habituals) it places every Polish verb in at least one aspectual pair.

We then explore the semantic consequences. Although our aspectual
classification is purely formal, the verb classes it gives rise to are seman-
tically significant: the five basic classes turn out to be states/gradual
transitions, processes, culminating processes, unitisable processes, and
culminations. We show how these distinctions can be incorporated into
a compositional semantics for a fragment of Polish, discuss the limits of
the classification, and conclude by considering the relationship between
our approach and the ideas underlying Czochralski’s monumental study
of the Polish aspectual system.

1 Introduction

One of the first things that newcomers to the Polish language learn is that virtu-
ally all Polish verbs occur in aspectual pairs. Instead of having to learn merely
one verb (say, ‘to write’) together with its inflections, students of Polish (and
indeed other Slavic languages) must learn two (in this case, pisać ‘to be writing’
and napisać ‘to have written’). Roughly speaking (we shall be more accurate
below) one verb (the imperfective) is used to deal with ongoing eventualities,
while the other (the perfective) is used to deal with completed eventualities.
Although there are some regularities, getting to grips with the Polish aspectual
system is a daunting task for non-native speakers: paired verbs may be linked
by any one of a wide range of prefixes, or by suffixational processes, and for some
of the most common Polish verbs there is no word-formational link whatsoever.

This view of Polish (and indeed other Slavic languages) is so widespread
in the West that it may come as a surprise to realise that it is not the dom-
inant theoretical view in Slavic linguistics. The position just outlined, which
we call the traditional view, was displaced in the 1960s by what we call the
neo-traditionalist view. Taking its inspiration from the work of Maslov (1962)
and Isačenko (1962) on Russian, and finding its definitive expression for Polish
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in the corpus-based investigation of Czochralski (1975), the neo-traditionalist
position runs as follows. Most Polish verbs do not occur in true aspectual pairs.
Any alleged aspectual pair where the twinned verbs are linked by a prefix (as
is the case for the vast majority of Polish verbs) is not genuine: it is merely an
example of two verbs linked by an Aktionsartal relation.

The purpose of this paper is to formally define and defend a by and large
traditional account of the Polish aspectual system and explore its semantic
consequences. With the aid of an extended version of the secondary imperfec-
tivisation test (a test traditionally used to check whether a prefix is ‘empty’
or not) together with what we call the secondary perfectivisation test, we ab-
stract away from the distinction between prefixation and suffixation to define
aspectual pairing at the word-formational level. The resulting system is tradi-
tional because (with the exception of a few verbs such as modals and habituals)
it insists that every Polish verb occurs in an aspectual pair. But the ‘by and
large’ qualification is important too, for our system holds several surprises. The
first is this. Polish verbs differ in the word-formational possibilities they enter
into. We use these different possibilities as the basis for a formal classification
of Polish verbs. And, as we shall see, verbs in some of these classes may have
two or even three aspectual twins.

But the real surprise occurs at the level of semantics. Although our classifica-
tion of Polish verbs is purely formal (it is entirely based on the word-formational
criteria encoded in the secondary imperfectivisation and perfectivisation tests),
the verb classes it gives rise to have semantic import. In particular, we claim
that our classification induces something reminiscent of a Vendler (1957)-style
(or Moens and Steedman (1988)-style) verb classification: the five basic verb
classes it gives rise to are states/gradual transitions, processes, culminating pro-
cesses, unitisable processes, and culminations. We thus obtain a finer-grained
account of the semantic distinctions encoded by the Polish aspectual system. In
our view, the traditionalists have got it fundamentally right: aspect is central to
the Polish verbal system, and its function is to encode the distinction between
completed and ongoing. But our classification reveals the nuances: for some
classes of verb, the perfective form encodes not merely for completion, but for
additional conditions on the event that was completed.

We proceed as follows. In Section 2 we explain the basic workings of the
Polish aspectual system. In Section 3 we outline the neo-traditionalist position.
Then, in Section 4 we present our verb classification and define and motivate the
secondary imperfectivisation and perfectivisation tests on which it is based. In
Section 5 we unveil the major claim of the paper: our word-formational classifi-
cation systematically induces semantic distinctions. We informally discuss these
regularities, and then, in Section 6, give a compositional semantics of these reg-
ularities for a small fragment of Polish. In Section 7 we make a preliminary map
of the limits of our classification. In Section 8 we conclude.
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2 A little Polish lesson

In this section we informally explain some basic features of the Polish aspectual
system. Roughly speaking, we explain aspect in the way that a teacher of Polish
as a second language might explain it to a speaker of English.

In English, if you want to say that (at the present moment) something is
happening, then the sentence in which you describe the activity will be in the
present progressive tense: for example, Janusz is writing a letter. On the other
hand, if you want to assert that some state holds (at the present moment) you
will use a sentence in the simple present tense: for example, Marta believes Piotr.
In Polish, the corresponding sentences would be Janusz pisze list and Marta
wierzy Piotrowi.1 The verbs involved (pisać ‘to write’ and wierzyć ‘to believe’)
are called imperfective verbs, and their occurrences in the above sentences are in
the present tense. Present tensed imperfective verbs can be used either to assert
that a process is ongoing at the present moment (as Janusz pisze list does) or
that a state holds at the present moment (as Marta wierzy Piotrowi does). In
English we are forced to use distinct tense forms, in Polish we are not.

Now imagine you want to talk about the writing of a letter some time ago
by Janusz, or about Marta’s vanished belief in Piotr. In English you transpose
the previous present tensed sentences into the past tense: Janusz was writing a
letter and Marta believed Piotr. And you do the same in Polish: putting these
sentences in the past tense (Polish has only one) you obtain Janusz pisa l list and
Marta wierzy la Piotrowi. As before, you are presenting the process as ongoing
and the state as holding at a particular time, but now you are asserting that
the time belongs to the past.

So far, Polish and English seem fairly similar. In both, tense inflections
serve to locate events and states at various temporal locations, and if anything
it is English (with its distinction between the present progressive and the simple
present tense) which seems more exotic. But Polish holds a surprise for English
speakers (a surprise which has counterparts in other Slavic languages). Every
native speaker of Polish knows that the verb pisać does not live alone. It has
a twin, napisać. And this is the verb that Polish speakers reach for when they
need to talk about completed actions. For example, whereas an English speaker
would (once again) change the tense and say John wrote a letter, a Polish speaker
would reach for the twin verb and say Janusz napisa l list. This asserts that the
Janusz letter-writing activity occurred in the past (the tense inflection gives us
that) and that the activity was completed (the choice of the verb napisać rather
than pisać tells us this). The pair pisać/napisać is our first example of a Polish
aspectual pair.

Why do we say that pisać and napisać are twins? That is, why do we talk as
if they were distinct verbs? After all, it is fairly obvious that napisać is formed
from pisać by some sort of prefixational process. Moreover the relationship
between the two forms seems close — every bit as close as the relationship
between (say) the English words writing and wrote. But we’re not tempted to

1In the second sentence Piotr is written Piotrowi because the verb wierzy needs its argu-
ment in the dative case.
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call writing and wrote twin verbs (they’re clearly just inflectional variants of
one verb). So what justifies our use of this terminology for the Polish verbs?

There are a number of reasons. For a start, there is a wide range of word-
formational relationships between verb twins in Polish. In pisać/napisać we
have an example where the perfective twin is built by prefixation of an under-
lying imperfective verb. But there are verbs where the underlying verb form
is perfective (for example, kupić ‘to have bought’) and the imperfective form
is built from it by a process that is usually called suffixation (the imperfective
twin of kupić is kupować ‘to be buying’, though as this example shows, more
than mere suffixation can be involved in this process). Furthermore, in many
common Polish aspectual pairs no word-formational relationship exists. For ex-
ample, brać (‘to be taking’) has as its aspectual twin the perfective verb wzia̧ć
(‘to have taken’). There is no formal link here, we simply have a pair of verbs,
one of which deals with ongoing actions, the other with completed actions (such
twins are traditionally called suppletive pairs). In short, whatever the link be-
tween the verbs in an aspectual pair is, it is evidently more interesting (and
more complex) than the link between English verb forms such as writing and
wrote.

Moreover, each verb in a verb pair is self-contained as far as tense inflections
are concerned. For example, above we used napisać in a past tensed sentence,
but even though napisać deals with completed writing events, there is nothing
intrinsically past-tensed about it: it can be used in the present tense, and indeed
so can kupić and wzia̧ć and all Polish perfective verbs. All in all, there is at least
prima-facie motivation for referring to pairs like pisać/napisać, kupić/kupować,
and brać/wzia̧ć as ‘twin verbs’.

We’ve just mentioned that perfective verbs can be used in the present tense.
But what do they mean when used this way? Actually we have to be careful
when talking about ‘the’ meaning of Polish perfective verbs, as for some of them
(namely state verbs) there is a semantic irregularity. But let’s put state verbs
aside for a couple of paragraphs and concentrate on other Polish perfectives.
What is their present tense meaning?

Consider the sentence Janusz napisze list. Given the aspectual information
(the use of napisać rather than pisać) this sentence asserts the completion of
some writing episode. However in this sentence napisać has the present tense
form napisze. Logically speaking, the completed writing cannot be taking place
at the present moment (for if it was taking place now, it could not be completed)
and in fact, this morphologically present tensed sentence behaves semantically
like a future tensed sentence: the best English translation for it is probably
John will have written a letter.

Let’s summarise what we have learned from these examples. First, the se-
mantic relation between (non-stative) perfective and imperfective forms was
clear: the perfective form was for completed processes, the imperfective for on-
going processes. That is, verb pairs code for a binary opposition: the usual Pol-
ish terminology for this opposition is dokonany (completed) versus niedokonany
(non-completed). Moreover, the distinction between completed and ongoing
was manipulated by the Polish tense system in a straightforward way; the only
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point that needs to be kept in mind is that perfective verbs in the morphological
present tense have future tense readings.

So let’s move on. As we have mentioned, there is a semantic irregularity
involving state verbs. Perfectives of state verbs don’t code for completion, they
code for exactly the reverse. Let’s look at an example.

We have already given examples involving the imperfective state verb wierzyć
(‘to believe’). We saw that the English sentence Marta believes Piotr could
be rendered in Polish as Marta wierzy Piotrowi, and that the English sentence
Marta believed Piotr could be rendered as Marta wierzy la Piotrowi. Thus, as far
as imperfective state verbs are concerned, there is nothing semantically anoma-
lous: the use of the imperfective simply means that the state is holding at some
time.

But wierzyć has a perfective twin, namely uwierzyć. What does it mean?
When used in the past tense, as in Marta uwierzy la Piotrowi, it means Marta
has begun to believe Piotr, and when used in the present tense, as in Marta
uwierzy Piotrowi, it means that Marta will have started to believe Piotr. That
is, far from asserting the completion of the state of believing, uwierzyć is a way
of picking out the starting point of the belief. To use the traditional terminology,
uwierzyć has an inchoative (or ingressive) reading, and so do all other perfective
Polish state verbs.

This is an interesting anomaly. Moreover it is not confined to Polish, or
even to the Slavic languages — Comrie observes that there are similar effects
in Spanish, Ancient Greek, and Mandarin Chinese (Comrie, 1976, page 18-20).
But it is hard to get a solid theoretical handle on why perfectivised state verbs
should behave like this. There is perhaps an intuition that whereas it is the
endpoint that is important to processes, it is the beginning (or ‘inception’) that
is important to states. If this were so, then perhaps we could argue that the
function of a perfective verb was to view an eventuality from the perspective
of its most important point: this could explain why perfective process verbs
have completion readings and perfective state verbs have inchoative readings.
However, in the absence of a convincing account of why it is that inceptions
are crucial to states and conclusions crucial to processes, such an argument
would merely shift the problem rather than solve it. So, although we later make
a further observation about this anomaly, in this paper we simply accept the
inchoative reading of perfective state verbs as a fact of contemporary Polish.

This concludes our informal introduction to the Polish aspectual system.
Given our account, it must seem that verb pairing plays a rather straightforward
and (with the exception of perfective state verbs) semantically regular role.
However, at the start of the paper we warned the reader that the traditional
account just outlined was replaced in the 1960s by a neo-traditionalist account
which denies that prefixation gives rise to aspectual pairs. What motivated the
neo-traditional position?
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3 Traditionalists and neo-traditionalists

Aspect has been described and discussed since the time of Aristotle. But the
modern study of the subject starts with the work of Greč (Binnick, 1991, page
140). Subsequent developments were complex, involving an interplay of ideas
between Slavic and Germanic linguistics. Roughly speaking, the modern idea
of aspect originated in the Slavic tradition, and was exported to the Germanic
tradition. It is not an easy task to apply the Slavic notion of aspect to Germanic
languages (for attempts to do so, see Streitberg (1891) and Brugmann (1904)),
and this led Germanic linguists to develop the idea of Aktionsart, a concept that
was exported back to the Slavic tradition by Agrell (1908); for a detailed account
of these interactions see Chapter 2 of M lynarczyk (2004). Around the start of
the 20th century, what we call a traditional position in Slavic linguistics was well-
established. According to this, aspectual pairing is fundamental to the Polish
verbal system, aspect is viewed as coding for a completed/ongoing distinction,
and Aktionsart plays a marginal role. This position was never precisely defined,
and many of the linguists involved in it differed in their interpretation of various
features of Slavic languages, but something along these lines was the consensus
view until roughly the 1960s.

In the 1960s the neo-traditional view begun to emerge. Originating with
the work of Maslov (1962) and Isačenko (1962) on Russian, and developed in
detail by Czochralski (1975) for Polish, neo-traditionalists draw a sharp line be-
tween prefixation and suffixation: prefixation is derivational and suffixation is
inflectional. Moreover, the neo-traditionalists wanted to insist that (as Czochral-
ski (1975) often puts it) aspect was an “obligatory morphological category of
the Polish verbs” (Czochralski, 1975, page 13), or a “binary grammatical cat-
egory” (Czochralski, 1975, page 18). Now, grammatical variants of a verb are
not thought of as differing in lexical meaning (for example, in English we don’t
think of writing and wrote as differing in lexical meaning, they merely differ as
regards tense). Moreover, the purpose of a derivational process is to create new
words (and, hence, presumably, to embody new meanings). If all these ideas
are combined (and the neo-traditionalists attempted to combine them) then we
reach the following conclusions.

First, a pair such as kupić/kupować (and indeed any pair in which an
imperfective form is built from a basic perfective form by suffixation)
is a ‘true’ aspectual pair: they are grammatical variants of each other
(as suffixation is a grammatical operation) and there is no difference
in lexical meaning, only in aspectual value.

Second, a pair such as pisać/napisać (and indeed any pair in which
a perfective form is built from a basic imperfective form by prefixa-
tion) is not a ‘true’ aspectual pair: they are entirely different words
(prefixation being a derivational operation) and there is a difference
in lexical meaning in addition to the change in aspectual value.

This viewpoint (which nowadays is probably fairly close to the received view
in Slavic linguistics) faces a number of difficulties. Why? Well, it is certainly
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true that prefixation in Polish is predominately derivational. Here, for example,
is a table listing various verbs formed by prefixation from pisać:

pisać ‘to write-impf’ napisać ‘to write-perf’
popisać ‘to write-perf’
podpisać ‘to sign-perf’
przepisać ‘to copy-perf’
przepisać ‘to prescribe-perf’
dopisać ‘to add more writing-perf’
spisać ‘to make a list of/to draw up-perf’
wpisać ‘to write in-perf’
zapisać ‘to write down/to take down-perf’

Clearly the majority of these verbs have distinct (though related) lexical
meanings from pisać. However matters are different with napisać and indeed
with popisać. Even ardent neo-traditionalists are hard-pressed to point to any
concrete change in lexical meaning in these examples: both verbs change the
aspectual value of pisać, and assert that the writing is completed (but there
is an interesting difference between napisać and popisać, which we will analyse
in detail later in this paper, concerning the kind of writing episode that was
completed). Traditionalists call the prefixes used to form the aspectual twin of
an imperfective verb empty prefixes. For example, the empty prefix for pisać
is na-, and the empty prefix for wierzyć is u-.2 Why ‘empty’? The idea is
that the ‘empty prefix’ does not change the meaning of the basic imperfective
verb; it simply forms a twin verb that differs only in aspectual value (it will be
perfective).

Neo-traditionalists, of course, deny that empty prefixes exist. That is, they
deny that any prefix is ever truly emptied of its lexical content. Prefixes are
formally related to, and in many cases identical with, prepositions. Simplifying
somewhat (these prepositions can have several meanings) we might say that
na- means ‘on’, z - means ‘with’, u- means ‘at’, and prze- (if associated with
the preposition przez ), means ‘through’. Now, neo-traditionalists and those
who have followed in their footsteps, do not argue that prefixes retain their full
prepositional meaning when used to build aspectual pairs (it is clear that they
do not). Nonetheless, some would argue that empty prefixations can never be
truly empty precisely because the prefixes carry with them some remnant of
the original prepositional meaning, and that this remnant gives rise to a small

2As these two examples make clear, different imperfective verbs are linked to their perfective
aspectual twins via a seemingly haphazard choice of prefixes. That is, in Polish there is no
special prefix whose only task is to form a perfective aspectual twin out of a basic imperfective
verb (indeed, as far as we are aware, no Slavic language has such a prefix, though Lithuanian,
a language from the related Baltic group, apparently does (Hewson and Bubenik, 1997, page
84)). There are some rule-of-thumb regularities about which prefixes go with which verbs,
and there is one prefix (namely z(a)-) which is used more than any other. Nonetheless, non-
Polish speakers who want to learn the language face a tedious task here: the perfective twins
corresponding to basic imperfective verbs via prefixation simply have to be learned by heart.
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change in lexical meaning. For example when discussing the effect of prefixing
the Czech verb psat’ (to be writing) with the Czech prefix na- (so her example
is the Czech equivalent of the Polish pisać/napisać), Filip, echoing Isačenko,
says detecting the meaning shift requires a ‘fine-grained’ semantic analysis and
offers the following:

The imperfective verb psat’ is associated with a scene in which a
writer guides a pointed trace-making implement or uses some other
instrument (type-writer, etc.) that leaves a trace on some surface.
The prefix na- is associated with two dominant senses: (a) locational
sense: ‘on’ or directional ‘onto’ and (b) accumulative or measure
sense (related to the temporal or spatial domain). One way of in-
terpreting the contribution of the prefix na- in the perfective verb
napsat’ is to think of its having its locational meaning ‘on’ and as
overlapping with locational relation between the writing instrument
and the flat surface that is present in the frame associated with the
corresponding imperfective verb psat’. (Filip, 1993, page 290-291)

The Slavic literature contains many examples of this style of semantic anal-
ysis. But many authors find such arguments unconvincing. The best known
is perhaps Bogus lawski (1960, 1963) who argues that the existence of prepo-
sitions closely formally related to prefixes has made some Slavic linguists see
meaning shifts where none in fact exist! Arguments for or against the existence
of empty prefixes based on this style of semantic analysis strike us as inherently
unreliable, and we will not use them as the basis of our classification.

A more interesting neo-traditionalist argument in favour of an added compo-
nent of meaning change (that is, another argument that prefixes can never truly
be empty), is that it is the notion of completion itself that adds the element of
lexical change. For example, Isačenko says that the opposition between imper-
fective and perfective forms in true aspectual pairs is purely temporal, whereas
prefixes add an element of meaning that involves reaching some result. As he
puts it:

Eine genaue semantische Analyse ergibt nämlich, dass den perfek-
tiven Verben napisat’, sdelat’, cvarit’, procitat’, postroit’, sygrat’ im-
mer auch die Bedeutungsschattierung des “erreichten Resultats einer
Handlung” innewohnt. Diese Bedeutungsschattierung läßt sich aber
nicht restlos mit der grammatischen Bedeutung des perfektiven As-
pektes, wie wir ihn auffassen, gleichsetzen. Man kann behaupten,
daß die lexikalische Bedeutung der Verbalpräfixe na-, s-, pro-, po-,
in den angeführten Verben auf ein Minimum reduziert ist, sie ist
aber immer noch vorhanden. (Isačenko, 1962, page 362)

Note that Isačenko concedes that the meaning change involved is minimal (daß
die lexikalische Bedeutung. . . auf ein Minimum reduziert ist), but claims that
it becomes visible given precise semantic analysis; unfortunately, no such anal-
ysis can be found in his writings. Czochralski (1975), in what is the most
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detailed investigation of the Polish aspectual system, is rather more interest-
ing. He describes pisać/napisać as an example of ‘resultative Aktionsart’, and
claims that a resultative Aktionsart “modifies the basic verb with a clear shade
of meaning. It directs the attention to the attainment of a result of the ac-
tion” (Czochralski, 1975, page 20, our translation). However, in other places
Czochralski describes the semantic distinction between the members of a true
aspectual pair (his example is dawać ‘to be giving’ versus dać ‘to have given’) in
terms of the ‘pre-resultative’ versus ‘resultative’ distinction (Czochralski, 1975,
page 25); that is, he makes use of exactly the same distinction he uses to explain
the difference between verbs in a resultative Aktionsartal pair. Indeed, the ‘pre-
resultative’ versus ‘resultative’ distinction is one of the three features in terms
of which Czochralski defines the semantics of a true aspectual pair.3 Moreover,
Czochralski admits that the meaning of achieved result, which is the nature
of the resultative Aktionsart, is the most important characteristic of perfective
aspect (Czochralski, 1975, page 36). Reading Czochralski one senses a conflict
between the corpus-based part of his work (which reveals little if any difference
between pairs formed by suffixation and prefixation), and the theoretical part
of his work, based on Isačenko and Maslov, which insisted that some differences
must be detectable. To resolve this conflict, Czochralski opted for calling pairs
of verbs such as pisać/napisać ‘secondary aspectual pairs’, and said they had
risen in order to fulfil a communicative need.

The neo-traditionalist position rests on the existence of a sharp distinction
between the roles of prefixation and suffixation. But this distinction is not wa-
tertight. Suffixation in Polish is far from regular. As the kupić/kupować exam-
ple shows) ‘suffixation’ can be a complex process: here there is a vowel change
(i/a), and a suffix -ow- is also added (one could also say that -i- is replaced
by -owa-). Indeed, Czochralski himself urged abandoning talk of suffixation in
favour of morphonological change, an acknowledgement of the true complexity
of the Polish suffixational system. Moreover, ‘suffixation’ is a process that can
be involved in lexical change. Even Isačenko concedes that:

Die sekundäre Imperfektivierung wird durch Anfügung verschiedener
Suffixe an den Verbalstamm durchgeführt. Dabei kommt es aber
zu bestimmten typischen Veränderungen in der Betonung, sowie
Vokal- bzw. Konsonantenwechsel innerhalb des Verbalstammes. Die
morphologischen Mittel, die bei der Bildung sekundärer Imperfek-
tiva verwendet werden, dienen auch zur Bildung zahlreicher Aktion-

3The other two feature oppositions that Czochralski claims characterise the members of
a true aspectual pair are durative/non-momentaneous versus momentaneous/non-durative,
and iterative/non-semelfactive versus semelfactive/non-iterative. Czochralski says that ex-
actly the same features characterise the semantics of aspect and Aktionsart. The difference
between aspect and Aktionsart lies merely in the distribution of these features. Czochralski
claims that in the case of aspect, the three feature oppositions come in form of a bundle,
whereas in the case of Aktionsart only one of the oppositions is expressed. Hence he says that
aspect is a polystructural and Aktionsart a monostructural category (Czochralski, 1975, page
26ff.). However, when discussing examples of ‘true’ aspectual pairs, Czochralski explains their
semantics purely in terms of the pre-resultative versus resultative opposition.
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sarten. Somit ist die Kenntnis der hier in Betracht kommenden
morphologischen Verfahren unerläßlich. (Isačenko, 1962, page 368)

We are now in the position to appreciate the dilemma that lies at the heart
of this controversy. On the one hand (as the neo-traditionalist will point out) if
prefixation does give rise to aspectual pairs, then aspect is partly derivational
and thus cannot be a grammatical category. For the neo-traditionalist this
is unacceptable: as Isačenko puts it, Slavic grammar without a grammatical
category of aspect is unimaginable (Isačenko, 1962, page 350–351). On the
other hand, if prefixation does not give rise to aspectual pairs then aspect is a
marginal phenomenon (since the majority of verbs takes prefixes) and hence not
grammatical either! This is an unpalatable conclusion for the neo-traditionalist
and few have directly addressed it. The most detailed attempt to adopt a neo-
traditionalist position and confront this conclusion is that of Czochralski (1975)
for Polish. In essence he argues that since Slavic grammar could not function
without a full system of aspectual pairs, and that since there are evident gaps
is the systems (since not all verbs take suffixes) then Aktionsartal pairs (based
on prefixation) developed to play the role that should have been played by the
missing true pairs (Czochralski, 1975, page 30–49). In our view, this is a difficult
position to defend (as the vast majority of Polish verbs form pairs with prefixes
it essentially amounts to describing the aspectual system of Polish as one large
gap) but Czochralski’s work is an honest and detailed attempt to address the
problems.

Our strategy is to bypass these questions. We don’t believe that the dis-
tinction between derivational and inflectional categories appealed to by neo-
traditionalists is sharp enough to be the basis of a theory of aspect. For exam-
ple, Bybee (1985) argues that the distinction between inflectional and deriva-
tional categories is actually a scalar one; insisting that most verb pairs in Polish
are not truly aspectual on the basis of such a fuzzy distinction strikes us as
counterproductive. Rather, the interesting task is to map as precisely as possi-
ble the structure that underlies the traditional view that all Polish verbs come
in aspectual pairs. Accordingly, we won’t assume that there is an important
distinction between prefixation and suffixation — rather, we shall treat them
on a par, and explore the consequences of doing so. To put it another way, we
are going to work at the word-formational level. Moreover, we will do so in the
way that minimises the appeal to semantic criteria. The controversies that have
raged over the existence or non-existence of empty prefixes suggest that such
criteria are not a reliable basis for constructing a robust theory of aspect.

4 A formationally-driven verb classification

Our classification starts with the observation that what is traditionally regarded
as a Polish aspectual pair consists of two verbs, one of which is basic, with the
other one derived from it by means of what we shall call a ‘formant’. We argue
that there are four aspectual formants in Polish: empty prefixes, the delimitative
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prefix po-, the semelfactive suffix -na̧-, and morphonological change. (We briefly
met empty prefixes and the delimitative po- prefix in our previous discussion.
Morphonological change is Czochralski’s term for what is mostly referred to as
suffixation. We have not yet discussed the semelfactive -na̧- suffixation.) That
is, we abstract away from whether prefixation or suffixation is used, and view
an aspectual pair as having the following structure:

verb formant(verb).

We next observe that different verbs combine with different formants. Ac-
cordingly, we classify verbs on the basis of the formational possibilities they enter
into. When Polish verbs are so classified, they group into five basic classes, as
illustrated by this table:

ep po- -na̧- mpc

class1 yes
class2 yes
class3 yes yes
class4 yes yes yes
class5 yes

In the top line of the table, ep stands for empty prefix, po- is the delimitative
prefix po-, -na̧- is the semelfactive suffix -na̧-, and mpc stands for morphono-
logical change, that is, vowel change and/or suffixation of a perfective verb, for
example insertion of the -yw- suffix. For readers unfamiliar with Polish, we re-
mark that all verbs in class1 through class4 are imperfective, and that all verbs
in class5 are perfective.

The table should be read as follows. Each row records the formational
possibilities open to a member of the relevant verb class. For example the
first row tells us that a verb is a class1 verb if its sole formational possibility is
to take an empty prefix. The second row tells us that a verb is a class2 verb if
its sole formational possibility is to take the delimitative prefix po-. And to give
a more complicated example, the fourth row tells us that a verb is classified as
class4 if it has precisely three formational possibilities: it takes an empty prefix,
the po- prefix, and can be suffixed by -na̧-. As this last example shows, our use
of ‘yes’ in the above table is conjunctive. Thus the two yeses in row three mean
that class3 verbs have both the formational possibilities (ep and delimitative
po-) indicated.

The classification classifies in the strong sense of the word: that is, it at-
tempts to provides necessary and sufficient conditions strong enough to assign
every Polish verb (to which it applies) to a unique class. We include the caveat
“to which it applies” because there are a small number of Polish verbs to which
this classification is not intended to apply, such as suppletive pairs where there
is no word-formational link between the two verbs in the pair, modal verbs or
habitual/iterative verbs. We discuss the limits of the classification in Section 7.

We can also present the classification as a Prolog program. The following
program is a full declarative specification of the classification:
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class_1(X) :- formant(X,ep(_),-po,-na,-mpc).

class_2(X) :- formant(X,-ep,po,-na,-mpc).

class_3(X) :- formant(X,ep(_),po,-na,-mpc).

class_4(X) :- formant(X,ep(_),po,na,-mpc).

class_5(X) :- formant(X,-ep,-po,-na,mpc).

For example, the first line says that X belongs to class 1 if X is a verb
that takes an empty prefix (note the ep( )), but does not take po- (note the
-po), does not take -na̧- (note the -na), and does not undergo morphonological
change (note the -mpc). Observe that we use Prolog’s anonymous variable (the
underscore symbol in ep( )) to record the fact that while there must be some
value for the empty prefix, it is irrelevant which prefix it actually is.

Suppose we are working with the following lexicon:

formant(blednac,ep(z(a)),-po,-na,-mpc). % to be growing pale

formant(czytac,ep(prze),po,-na,-mpc). % to be reading

formant(dac,-ep,-po,-na,mpc). % to have given

formant(gotowac,ep(u),po,-na,-mpc). % to be cooking

formant(grubnac,ep(z(a)),-po,-na,-mpc). % to be growing fat

formant(gwizdac,ep(z(a)),po,na,-mpc). % to be whistling

formant(kochac,ep(po),-po,-na,-mpc). % to be loving

formant(kupic,-ep,-po,-na,mpc). % to have bought

formant(migac,ep(z(a)),po,na,-mpc). % to be twinkling

formant(rozumiec,ep(z(a)),-po,-na,-mpc). % to be understanding

formant(siedziec,-ep,po,-na,-mpc). % to be sitting

formant(spacerowac,-ep,po,-na,-mpc). % to be walking

Computing the class assignments (that is, classifying the lexicon) is merely
a matter of posing Prolog queries. For example the query

?- class_1(V).

extracts all the class1 verbs (namely blednac, grubnac, kochac, and rozumiec),
and the query

?- class_4(V).

extracts all the class4 verbs (namely gwizdac, and migac).

Having presented the classification we now turn to some methodological re-
marks concerning it. In particular, we wish to emphasise that this classification
is essentially formal. What do we mean by this?

There is an obvious sense in which the classification is formal. Given a Polish
verb, once we know which one of the four formants (empty prefix, delimitative
po-, semelfactive -na̧-, and morphonological change) can be legitimately applied,
there is no further question as to which class the verb belongs to: the definitions
embodied in the table fix the matter once and for all. Or to put it in terms of
Prolog, once we have fixed our lexicon, there is no room for debate as to how to
classify a particular verb: the answer can be straightforwardly computed using
the five Prolog rules.

But there is a second (and deeper) sense, in which our classification is formal.
We have not yet explained how we decide for any particular verb which of the
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formants it takes. A given Polish verb may take many types of prefix. How do
we decide which one of them (if any) is the empty prefix? Or how do we decide
that a given use of the -na̧- suffix is indeed aspectual? It is not enough to say
that we restrict our attention to these four formants. We must also say what it
means for a given use of a formant to successfully qualify for being aspectual.

In some cases this is uncontroversial. In particular, there is no dispute
about how to do this for class5 verbs. This class contains only perfective
verbs (this is clear from the table: recall that morphonological change is sim-
ply our Czochralski-style terminology for “suffixation possibly combined with
vowel change”, and this is the operation which converts perfective verbs into
imperfective verbs).

But what about the first four classes? The verbs in these classes are all im-
perfective (this is clear from the table: prefixation, whether by empty prefixes
or delimitative po-, and suffixation by -na̧- convert imperfective verbs to per-
fective verbs) and here matters are more controversial. For a start, as we have
already mentioned, some authors question the very existence of empty prefixes.
Moreover, our classification adds fuel to the fire: not only does it treat empty
prefixes as a legitimate aspectual forming operation, it also treats the delimi-
tative po- prefix and the semelfactive -na̧- suffix (both of which are standardly
thought to lead to a change in Aktionsart) as aspectual devices. Furthermore,
our classification leads to consequences that may seem strange on first acquain-
tance: in our approach (as the table makes clear) while some verbs have only
one aspectual twin (namely verbs belonging to class1, class2, and class5), verbs
belonging to class3 have two aspectual siblings, and verbs belonging to class4
have three. This isn’t a traditional way of thinking about Polish aspect.

Given all this, it would be highly unsatisfactory if we simply rested our
classification on the (suspiciously hard to verify) claim that empty prefixation,
delimitative po- prefixation, and semelfactive -na̧- suffixation are all operations
that “change temporal meaning without changing lexical meaning”. Semantic
intuitions tend to be fuzzy, and the judgements involved here are particularly
subtle. We need a more solid foundation.

And a suitable foundation is available: the secondary imperfectivisation test.
In essence, the test replaces the (difficult) question of deciding whether a perfec-
tivisation operation “changes temporal meaning without changing lexical mean-
ing” with a simpler question: how can we imperfectivise a verb that we have just
built by a perfectivising operation? If the only way of doing this is to ‘undo’ the
perfectivising operation and return to the original imperfective verb, then the
test tells us that we have found a genuine aspectual pair. On the other hand,
if we can apply morphonological change to the perfectivised form (that is, if we
can re-imperfectivise without returning to the original verb) then we are not
dealing with an aspectual pair. As we are going to use this test heavily in what
follows, let us formulate it more precisely:

The Secondary Imperfectivisation Test

Let impf-verb be an imperfective verb, and let Perf(impf-verb) be a
perfective verb formed from it by applying either a prefix or the -na̧-
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suffix. Then:

1. If the only way of imperfectivising Perf(impf-verb) to obtain a
verb with a single episode meaning is to return to the original
verb (that is, impf-verb) then we say that impf-verb passes the
secondary imperfectivisation test, and that Perf(impf-verb) and
impf-verb are aspectual pairs.

2. On the other hand, if Perf(impf-verb) can be imperfectivised to
a verb with a single episode meaning by some other means, then
we say that impf-verb fails the secondary imperfectivisation test,
and that Perf(impf-verb) and impf-verb are not aspectual pairs.

This test enables us to replace subtle semantic judgements (“Is this really a
purely temporal change, or has some change of lexical meaning sneaked in?”)
by a formal criterion: what are the secondary imperfectivisation possibilities?
Moreover (when supplemented by what we shall call the secondary perfectivi-
sation test) it will give precise (indeed, elegant) content to the pre-theoretical
intuition that Polish verbs come in aspectual pairs.

The secondary imperfectivisation test has a long history. It was used for Rus-
sian by Stender-Petersen (1933/34), Lomtev (1958), and Forsyth (1970), among
others; for Polish by Klemensiewicz (1951), among others. Some scholars do not
refer to this test explicitly, but they base their investigations on the logic that
underlies it — indeed it is the basic tool underlying the corpus-based investi-
gation of Czochralski (1975). Some authors, notably Bogus lawski (1963), have
questioned the reliability of the secondary imperfectivisation test, pointing to
verbs such balsamować ‘to be embalming (a corpse)’ (which can be perfectivised
to zabalsamować and then re-imperfectivised to zabalsamowywać, and planować
‘to plan’ (which can be perfectivised to zaplanować and then re-imperfectivised
to zaplanowywać).4 But it is debatable whether these are genuine counterex-
amples. The primary reading of both the secondary imperfectivised forms is
iterative, not single episode, and in any case such examples are rare (an exami-
nation of the 60 million word Corpus of the Polish Dictionaries Department of
PWN Scientific Publishers reveals no instances of the re-imperfectivised forms).

We have defined the secondary imperfectivisation test in a slightly more
general way than previous authors do. The test is usually used only on verbs
perfectivised by prefixation (indeed, the test is normally used to support the
concept of empty prefixes). However the test also makes perfectly good sense
when used with verbs perfectivised by the -na̧- suffix. Let’s systematically apply
the test to representative verbs from the classes 1 through 4 to check that it
works as claimed.

To form an aspectual twin of a class1 verb we add its empty prefix. For
example, wierzyć ‘to be believing’ becomes uwierzyć ‘to have started to be-
lieve’; rozumieć ‘to be understanding’ becomes zrozumieć ‘to have started to

4It should be noted, that Bogus lawski’s contributions to the prefixation issue are based
on Russian, and not Polish. It seems that in Russian, secondary imperfectivised verbs occur
more often than in Polish.
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understand’; ma̧drzeć ‘to be becoming wise’ becomes zma̧drzeć ‘to have become
wise’; and grubna̧ć ‘to be becoming fat’ becomes zgrubna̧ć ‘to have become fat’.
Why do we regard these verbs as aspectual pairs? Because we cannot undo
the perfectivising effect of the empty prefixes in any other way than by going
back to the original verb. That is, as our classification claims, we can view these
verbs as aspectual pairs because they pass the secondary imperfectivisation test.
Moreover, none of these verbs form pairs with semelfactive -na̧-, delimitative
po-, and mpc is not even applicable to these verbs as they are imperfective.

To form the aspectual twin of a class2 verb we apply the delimitative prefix
po-. For example, from siedzieć ‘to be sitting’ one can derive posiedzieć ‘to have
sat for a while’, from spacerować ‘to be walking’ one can form pospacerować
‘to have walked for a while’. But is the complex delimitative verb really a true
aspectual twin of the original verb? According to the secondary imperfectivisa-
tion test, yes. Why? Because there is no way of imperfectivising posiedzieć and
pospacerować other than going back to siedzieć and spacerować respectively.

Class3 verbs are a more complicated case — our classification claims that
two formational operations are legitimate here: we can form aspectual twins
using either an empty prefix or the delimitative prefix po-. For example, the
verb pisać ‘to be writing’ can be prefixed by its empty prefix na- to form napisać
‘to have written’. But it can also be prefixed by po- to form popisać ‘to have
written for some time’. In both cases, the only way to undo the effect of the
perfectivisation is to go back to the original verb. Hence (by appeal to the sec-
ondary imperfectivisation test) we view both napisać and popisać as aspectual
siblings of pisać.

Class4 verbs are even more interesting — our classification claims that three
formational operations are legitimate here: they can either take an empty prefix,
the delimitative prefix po-, or the semelfactive suffix -na̧-. For example, from
pukać ‘to be knocking’ we can form zapukać ‘to have knocked’, popukać ‘to have
knocked for a while’, and pukna̧ć ‘to have knocked once/briefly’. In all three
cases, the only way to imperfectivise (with a single episode reading) is to go
back to the original verb. Hence the secondary imperfectivisation test says that
zapukać, popukać and pukna̧ć are aspectual siblings of pukać.

Summing up, the secondary imperfectivisation test plays a crucial method-
ological role for us: in the controversial cases (that is, in all cases that do not
involve class5 verbs, or to put it another way, for the vast majority of Pol-
ish verbs) we use it as our touchstone to identify aspectual pairs and justify
the judgements embodied in the classification. It allows us to avoid deciding
when there has been a change of temporal meaning without an accompanying
change of lexical meaning, and adds weight to our claim that the classification
is essentially formal.

Indeed, so useful do we find the secondary imperfectivisation test as a basis
for aspectual investigations, that we find ourselves unsatisfied with our original
‘justification’ that morphonological change is an aspectual operation. This is
certainly the received view — but what exactly is it that gives rise to this
certitude? What exactly is it that conventional wisdom rests on here? We shall
answer this by formulating a mirror image of the secondary imperfectivisation
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test that we call the secondary perfectivisation test :

The Secondary Perfectivisation Test

Let perf-verb be a perfective verb, and let impf(perf-verb) be an
imperfective verb formed from it by morphonological change. Then:

1. If the only way of perfectivising Impf(perf-verb) to obtain a
verb with an single episode meaning is to return to the original
verb (that is, perf-verb) then we say that perf-verb passes the
secondary perfectivisation test, and that Impf(perf-verb) and
perf-verb are aspectual pairs.

2. On the other hand, if Impf(perf-verb) can be perfectivised to a
verb with single episode meaning by some other means, then we
say that perf-verb fails the secondary perfectivisation test, and
that Impf(perf-verb) and perf-verb are not aspectual pairs.

The secondary perfectivisation test pins down the pre-theoretical conviction
that morphonological change gives rise to aspectual pairs. For example, the
perfective verb kupić ‘to have bought’ is imperfectivised by morphonological
change to kupować ‘to be buying’. How can we re-perfectivise? Actually, there
aren’t many options available here. We could apply the po- prefix, but this would
yield the verb pokupować ‘to be buying on several occasions’, a distributive verb,
not a single episode verb. If we want a single episode perfective verb, we simply
have no choice: we have to go back to kupić. We conclude that kupić and
kupować are aspectual pairs. In short, the secondary perfectivisation test is a
common sense formalisation of the perception that two verbs are twins.

Moreover, the secondary perfectivisation test is obviously the mirror image
of the secondary imperfectivisation test. We have placed both directions of
aspectual shift (from perfective to imperfective, and from imperfective to per-
fective) on the same methodological footing. We are viewing the entire Polish
aspectual system in an essentially formal (and conceptually uniform) fashion.

Indeed, there is a clear sense in which we are duty-bound to introduce the
secondary perfectivisation test. A traditional Slavic linguist need not bother to
do so precisely because he or she views suffixation as inherently grammatical
in a way that prefixation is not. For such writers the appeal to the theoreti-
cal distinction between prefixation and suffixation suffices to justify the claim
that suffixation gives rise to aspectual pairs. However the whole point of our
formant-based approach is to treat all formants, whether they be prefixations or
suffixations, in a uniform way. So if we explained aspectual pairing for primitive
imperfective forms in terms of the impossibility of having secondary imperfec-
tives, we are duty-bound to explain aspectual pairing for primitive perfectives
in terms of the impossibility of creating secondary perfectives. To put it in a
nutshell, we have opted to work at the more abstract level of formants. There-
fore, it is part of our task to devise criteria which work in a uniform way at this
more abstract level, and our twin tests provide this.
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Our methodological discussion is almost done. To close this section, let us
change direction somewhat. Until now we have been emphasising the formal
nature of our classification. But it should be clear that our approach doesn’t
banish all semantic intuitions; rather, it attempts to minimise them. So what
exactly are the semantic intuitions on which our classification rests? To put it
another way, when we say that our classification is “essentially formal”, what is
the content of the “essentially”?

Our approach presupposes the ability to make two main kinds of semantic
judgements. Firstly, our approach assumes that native Polish speakers can judge
whether there is an alternative to ‘undoing’ a perfectivising or imperfectivising
operation on verbs that yield single episode readings. Secondly, our approach
assumes that they can distinguish delimitative uses of po- from its use as an
empty prefix. Now, the first of these abilities is the semantic expertise required
to apply the secondary imperfectivisation test or the secondary imperfectivisa-
tion test, and it seems safe to claim that Polish native speakers are capable of
making such judgements.

The second semantic judgement required (distinguishing delimitative po-
from empty uses of po-) also seems unproblematic. The delimitative use of po-
is strongly ‘felt’ by native speakers. But unless it was pointed out to them,
native speakers of Polish probably wouldn’t notice that the empty prefix used
to perfectivise kochać ‘to be loving’ (namely po-) is formally the same prefix as
is used to give a delimitative reading to a verb like krzyczeć ‘to be shouting’.
An interesting verb in this respect is the class3 verb malować ‘to be painting
an object’. Now, being a class3 verb, this verb takes delimitative po-, and also
has an empty prefix — and the interesting thing about this verb is that po-
is its empty prefix. Thus both formants build the same derived form, namely
pomalować. But although there is only one derived form, it has two distinct
senses. The pomalować formed using the empty prefix means to finish painting
something. There is strong feeling of culmination, and moreover there is a
distinct feeling of ‘aboutness’ — that is, there is some object or other that is
being painted. Delimitative pomalować, on the other hand, means something
like: to have been painting for some time and then to carry on with something
else. There is no sense of culmination, and no sense that anything in particular
is being painted. That is, this verb focuses on the activity of painting — the
object being painted fades from view. No native speaker would doubt that
pomalować can mean two quite different things.

5 Induced semantic distinctions

In spite of its essentially formal nature, the classification reveals considerable
semantic regularity in the Polish verb system. Indeed, the classification in-
duces semantic distinctions on Polish verbs, distinctions that look rather like
Vendler-style distinctions. In particular, we claim that each of five basic classes
is a semantically coherent group of verbs: class1 verbs are either state verbs or
gradual transition verbs; class2 verbs are process verbs; class3 verbs are culmi-
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nating process verbs; class4 verbs are unitisable process verbs; and class5 verbs
are culmination verbs. That is, we claim that our original classificatory table
can be rewritten as follows:

ep po- -na̧- mpc

state/gradual transition yes
process yes
culminating process yes yes
unitisable process yes yes yes
culmination yes

Or to put it in terms of Prolog, we claim that our Prolog code can be
rewritten as follows:

state_or_gradual_transition(X) :- formant(X,ep(_),-po,-na,-mpc).

process(X) :- formant(X,-ep,po,-na,-mpc).

culminating_process(X) :- formant(X,ep(_),po,-na,-mpc).

unitisable_process(X) :- formant(X,ep(_),po,na,-mpc).

culmination(X) :- formant(X,-ep,-po,-na,mpc).

Let us spell out the content of our claim for each of the verb classes.

Class5 verbs are culminations If a verb is in class5, it is perfective and is
imperfectivised by means of a morphonological change. For example, perfective
kupić ‘to have bought’ becomes imperfective kupować ‘to be buying’ by replac-
ing i by owa; perfective wrócić ‘to have come back’ derives its imperfective
counterpart wracać ‘to be coming back’ by changing i to a (and in this case
the vowel change is accompanied by an additional vowel change in the root).
But we have claimed that class5 verbs are ‘culminations’. What do we mean by
that?

The term ‘culmination’ is taken from Moens and Steedman (1987, 1988).
Another term for class5 verbs might be ‘achievements’, Vendler (1957). For ex-
ample, wygrać ‘to have won’ (which imperfectivises by morphonological change
to wygrywać ‘to be winning’) is also a class5 verbs, and this example clearly
suggests the intuition of achieving something. Nonetheless, the underlying no-
tion of achievement is usually less vivid than this; consider, for example, wrócić
‘to have come back’ and its imperfective twin wracać ‘to be coming back’. The
term ‘culmination’ (which conveys the idea that some critical time has been
reached, without carrying the overtones of success that ‘achievement’ does) is
more appropriate for such verbs, and hence we prefer Moens and Steedman’s
terminology.

Culmination verbs have imperfective twins. What do these describe? The
preparatory process that led up to the culmination point. Depending on the
lexical semantics of the particular verb, it will be more or less plausible to
explicitly refer to this preparatory process, and when it is plausible, this is what
the imperfective form picks out. For example, in Polish it is easy to refer to the
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process of coming back home or a process of buying fruits on the marketplace
by using the imperfective forms wracać and kupować respectively.5

Sometimes the preparatory process is not easily accessible. For example, it
is not so easy to refer to the process of recognising a friend in a group of people
on the other side of a pedestrian crossing using rozpoznawać (the imperfective
form of rozpoznać ‘to recognise’). The reasons for this seem non-linguistic:
recognising a person is a cognitive process that typically takes place very fast.
But we certainly can use rozpoznawać to refer to the process of recognising of
the importance of a certain change in one’s life (a process that is often too slow
for comfort). In contexts where the preparatory process is not easily accessible,
imperfective verbs such as rozpoznawać tend to be re-interpreted as denoting a
(temporally extended) event consisting of iterated single events of ‘recognising’.

The reader should now have a reasonable understanding of what we mean
by culminations. The reader may like to consider the following list of class5
verbs and our claim that they are all culminations: odkryć ‘to have discovered’,
zdobyć ‘to have reached the summit’ or ‘to have gained’, osia̧gnać ‘to have
achieved’, podpisać ‘to have signed’, nagrać ‘to have recorded’, wygrać ‘to have
won’, zauważyć ‘to have noticed’, odrzucić ‘to have rejected’, zmienić ‘to have
changed’, zwyciȩżyć ‘to have overcome’, zmartwychwstać ‘to have risen from
the dead’, dostać ‘to have gotten’, przyjechać ‘to have arrived (in a vehicle)’,
odjechać ‘to have left (in a vehicle)’, wstać ‘to have gotten up’, otworzyć ‘to
have opened’, zamkna̧ć ‘to have closed’, zacza̧ć ‘to have started’, skoczyć ‘to
have jumped’, rozpaść siȩ ‘to have disintegrated (reflexive)’, and zakochać siȩ
‘to have fallen in love (reflexive)’.

Class4 verbs are unitisable processes If a verb is class4, it has three as-
pectual siblings: one formed by an empty prefix, one formed by the delimitative
prefix po-, and one formed by the semelfactive suffix -na̧-. For example, from
pukać ‘to be knocking’ we can derive zapukać ‘to have knocked’, popukać ‘to
have knocked for some time’, and pukna̧ć ‘to have knocked once’; from krzyczeć
‘to be shouting’ we can derive zakrzyczeć ‘to have shouted’, pokrzyczeć ‘to have
shouted for some time’, and krzykna̧ć ‘to have shouted out’/‘to have given a
cry’. Note that in both examples just given, the empty prefix was z(a)-. This
is not an accident — all verbs in class4 take z(a)- as their empty prefix.

What is the temporal semantics of these verbs? We claim that class4 verbs
are what we call ‘unitisable processes’. We have chosen this name because we
consider that the characteristic temporal property of such verbs is that they can

5This description of the temporal semantics of Polish culmination verbs thus unifies two
different approaches to culminations/achievements which can be found in the linguistic liter-
ature. One approach says that achievements refer to an instantaneous change of state and do
not refer to the process that might have led up to that change — see for example, Rothstein
(2002). Another approach proposes that certain achievement verbs are preceded by a ‘durative
prelude’ — see Kearns (1991), Delfitto and Bertinetto (1995), Delfitto (2002). To correctly
describe the semantics of Polish culmination verbs we need both ideas: we need to say that
while perfective culmination verbs refer to the culmination point, in their imperfective form
they refer to the process that led up to the culmination point, for this process is defined for
them.
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be broken down into smaller units, and indeed into ‘minimal instantiations’ or
‘minimal units’. But this leads to a question: the minimal unit of the eventuality
is selected by the suffix -na̧-, the -na̧- suffix is usually called the semelfactive
suffix, and the verbs formed with -na̧- are traditionally called semelfactive verbs
(this comes from the Latin semel ‘once’ and facere ‘do’). So why didn’t we call
class4 verbs semelfactivising verbs?

Because the traditional terminology is too crude: ‘semelfactive’ emphasises
the singularity of the event (that is, the fact that it happened once). But the
temporal semantics of class4 verbs is more subtle than this. As we said above,
the key intuition about verbs in class4 is that the event they denote can be
broken down into smaller, and indeed into minimal, units. With some verbs
(the verbs traditionally called ‘frequentative’ verbs) talking about a minimal
unit naturally leads to a ‘one time’ (that is, semelfactive) reading. But with
other class4 verbs it does not.

Let’s return to the two examples given above: both pukać ‘to be knocking’
and krzyczeć ‘to be shouting’ belong to class4. The verb pukać is a typical
example of the verbs called ‘frequentatives’ in the traditional Slavic literature
(see for instance Isačenko (1962), Czochralski (1975)); ‘to be knocking’ can
be thought of as describing a succession of continuously repeated individual
(partial) eventualities. But this description is clearly inappropriate in case of
verbs such as krzyczeć ‘to be shouting’, a non-frequentative class4 verb. However
both verbs belong to class4, and hence both select for the same three kinds of
aspectual affixation. So let’s take a closer look at the temporal effects these
aspectual modifications have, and at how the distinction between frequentatives
and non-frequentative lexical meaning interacts with them.

The perfective verb formed with the empty prefix z(a)- is the most neutral
of the three: it emphasises neither the minimal instantiation of the event nor
its duration — it simply says that the event finished. That is, zapukać ‘to have
knocked’ and zakrzyczeć ‘to have shouted’ simply say that the knocking and
shouting events, respectively, finished; somebody knocked and shouted as much
as he or she thought necessary, and this event was not interrupted.

On the other hand, the delimitative prefix po- stresses the duration of the
event. The delimitative verbs popukać ‘to have knocked for some time’ and
pokrzyczeć ‘to have shouted for some time’ say that the described events not
only ended but that they also lasted for a while.

And now for the verbs formed with the ‘semelfactive’ -na̧- suffix: pukać
becomes pukna̧ć and in this case the semelfactive translation ‘to have knocked
once’ is accurate. However krzyczeć ‘to be shouting’ becomes krzykna̧ć and this
is better translated as ‘to have shouted out’ or ‘to have given a cry’. That
is, this perfective verb signals that a brief shouting event took place. Clearly
the difference in lexical meaning between frequentative and non-frequentative
class4 verbs is having an interpretational effect. If a verb describes a series of
events, reference to its minimal unit will naturally result in reference to one
single subevent of the series (the minimal unit of a knocking event is naturally
understood to be a single knock). However if a verb does not describe an event
consisting of series of small subevents, the reference to a minimal subevent is
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not so clearly defined; it will typically be understood to be an instance of an
event of a brief duration.

The difference in lexical meaning between frequentative and non-frequentative
class4 verbs gives rise to some other semantic effects too. Let us look more care-
fully at the difference between forms with -na̧- and those with the empty prefix
z(a)-. According to native speaker intuitions, these two forms can often be used
interchangeably; the only difference between them lies in the emphasis of the
minimality of the event in case of the suffixed form. For example, zapukać ‘to
have knocked’ differs from pukna̧ć ‘to have knocked once’ in that the suffixed
form emphasises the singularity of the event; zakrzyczeć ‘to have shouted’ differs
from krzykna̧ć ‘to have shouted out’/‘to have given a cry’ in that the latter em-
phasises the fact that the event of shouting had a minimal duration. But since
the minimal instantiation of a frequentative verb is exactly determined (it is one
single knocking), and a typical knocking event consists of a series of such single
knockings rather than of one single knocking, the difference between pukna̧ć ‘to
have knocked once’ and zapukać ‘to have knocked’ is likely to be more tangible
than the difference between krzykna̧ć ‘to have shouted out’/‘to have given a cry’
by zakrzyczeć ‘to have shouted’. And indeed, this seems to be the way Polish
works: in many all contexts krzykna̧ć ‘to have shouted out’/‘to have given a
cry’ can be replaced by zakrzyczeć ‘to have shouted’, but replacing pukna̧ć ‘to
have knocked once’ by zapukać ‘to have knocked’ will typically require a specific
context which makes it clear that the knocking event that is talked about does
not necessarily consist of a series of small knockings.

The reader should now have a reasonable understanding of what we mean
by unitisable processes. To recapitulate, what is important for the temporal
semantics of these verbs is not the fact that they can be instantiated once, but
that they can be instantiated with minimal temporal duration (which for some
verbs implies that it happened once). In case of a knocking event, the nature
of the action naturally gives rise to the ‘do once’ (semelfactive) reading. But in
the case of a shouting event, the minimal unit reading cannot be satisfactorily
paraphrased with the ‘do once’ reading.

The reader may now like to think about the following list of class4 verbs:
tykać ‘to be ticking (clock)’, migać ‘to be indicating (car signals)’, machać ‘to
be signalling (with your hand)’ or ‘to be waving’, mrugać ‘to be blinking’, kiwać
‘to be nodding’, pstrykać ‘to be flicking’, klikać ‘to be clicking’, trzepać ‘to be
shaking (something)’, świstać ‘to be swishing (noise made by leaves, branches,
etc.)’, szelestać ‘to be rustling (discrete sound made by leaves, paper, etc.)’, sze-
leszczeć ‘to be rustling (continuous noise made by leaves, paper, etc.)’, b lyskać
‘to be flashing’, tra̧bić ‘to be tooting (a horn)’, gdakać ‘to be clucking (sound
made by hens)’, kwakać ‘to be quacking (sound made by ducks)’, kwikać ‘to be
oinking (sound made by pigs)’, krakać ‘to be cawing (sound made by magpies
or crows)’, piszczeć ‘to be peeping (bird-like noise)’, skrzypieć ‘to be crack-
ing (noise made by knuckles or other bone)’, chrapać ‘to be snoring’, chrza̧kać
‘to be snorting’, chrza̧kać ‘to be clearing one’s throat’, tupać ‘to be stamping
(one’s feet)’, trzaskać ‘to be slamming’, wzdychać ‘to be sighing’, chrupać ‘to
be crunching’, kichać ‘to be sneezing’, dmuchać ‘to be blowing’, krzyczeć ‘to be
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shouting’, gwizdać ‘to be whistling’, syczeć ‘to be hissing’, and klaskać ‘to be
clapping’.

Polish has some examples of class4 verbs that come in both discrete and
continuous versions, such as the two variants of the English verb ‘to rustle’
noted above. Another example (for which there seems to be no reasonable
English equivalent) is the Polish verb sykać. This refers to the noise a snake
makes when it is flicking its tongue in and out. But the English verb ‘to hiss’
does not translate this — hissing refers to the more continuous sound a snake
can make, and Polish has a separate verb for hissing, namely syczeć.

Class3 verbs are culminating processes Class3 verbs can take an arbitrary
empty prefix or delimitative po-. For example, a verb such as pisać ‘to be
writing’ can be prefixed by an empty prefix to form napisać ‘to have written’,
or by the prefix po- to form popisać ‘to have written for some time’.

We call class3 verbs ‘culminating processes’. The terminology is taken from
Moens and Steedman (1987, 1988). In the work of Moens and Steedman a cul-
minating process verb denotes a process which, if not interrupted, will normally
lead to a concrete result. Attaining the result typically takes some time; it
is not an instantaneous process. The process leading up to the result can be
viewed as a series of small changes that ultimately lead to a definitive change
of state. The time where this happens is called the ‘culmination point’. If a
process reaches its culmination point, it (so to speak) exhausts itself; it comes
to an end, for it has reached its natural completion. For example, the Polish
sentence Jan napisa l list means that Jan really has finished writing a letter —
that is, the letter writing process has reached its culmination. Note that this
culminating meaning is obtained using the empty prefix na-.

Let’s turn to the second formational option class3 verbs allow, namely de-
limitative prefix po-. In the complex verb popisać ‘to have written for a while’
the process of writing is not regarded as leading to any result, and the complex
verb popisać denotes completed, but not culminated, action. For example, the
Polish sentence Jan popisa l list means that Jan finished his letter writing but
with the strong implicature that the letter itself is not finished. Perhaps Jan
was arrested and taken to prison before he could complete it, or perhaps some
other disaster struck — but for whatever reason, the letter writing process did
not culminate. Note that this non-culminating meaning is obtained using the
delimitative prefix po-. The Moens and Steedman temporal ontology gives us a
natural way of thinking about this: the processes referred to by the delimitative
verb is ‘stripped’ from its (potential) culmination point. 6

The reader should now have a reasonably clear understanding of what we

6Note that culminations (the interpretation of Class5 verbs) and culminating processes
(the interpretation of class3 verbs) are in sense inverses. The moment of ‘achievement’ typical
of culmination verbs like ‘to recognise’ is always available; however, as we discussed earlier,
the preparatory process that led up to it, may not be easy to access in certain contexts (such
as recognising a friend in a crowd). With culminating processes, it is precisely the other
way round. Here the process leading up to the (potential) culmination is always given, but,
depending on circumstances, the actual culmination may be stripped away.
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mean by culminating process verbs. Here are some more examples: pisać ‘to
be writing’, czytać ‘to be reading’, śpiewać ‘to be singing’, budować ‘to be
building’, komponować ‘to be composing’, tworzyć ‘to be creating’, gotować ‘to
be cooking’, myć ‘to be washing’, prasować ‘to be ironing’, piec ‘to be baking/to
be roasting’, smażyć ‘to be frying’, polerować ‘to be polishing’, jeść ‘to be
eating’, pić ‘to be drinking’, czyścić ‘to be cleaning’, sprza̧tać ‘to be tidying’,
rekonstruować ‘to be reconstructing’, farbować ‘to be colouring’, gotować ‘to be
boiling’, rżna̧ć ‘to be cutting/harvesting (with great power)’, and stroić ‘to be
tuning/ornamenting’.

Class2 verbs are processes Class2 verbs can only be made perfective by
the delimitative prefix po-. For example, from siedzieć ‘to sit’ one can de-
rive posiedzieć ‘to sit for a while’, from spacerować ‘to walk’ one can form
pospacerować ‘to walk for a while’.

We call verbs belonging to class2 ‘processes’. Our processes include what are
traditionally called ‘processes’ or ‘activities’ (for example, ‘to work’, ‘to walk’,
and so on), as well as verbs that Dowty (1979) called ‘interval statives’ (for
example, ‘to sit’, to lie’, and so on). Both subclasses behave in exactly the
same way under applications of aspectual formants. Incidentally, Parsons views
agentive ‘to sit’, ‘to lie’, and so, as processes (Parsons, 1990, page 188).

Here are some further examples: grać ‘to be playing’, mysleć ‘to be thinking,
leżeć ‘to be lying’, lizać ‘to be licking’, spać ‘to be sleeping’, p lywać ‘to be swim-
ming’, tańczyć ‘to be dancing (intransitive)’, stać ‘to be standing’, rozmawiać
‘to be talking’, plotkować ‘to be gossipping’, siedzieć ‘to be sitting’, ca lować
‘to be kissing’, ch lona̧ć ‘to be absorbing’, cia̧gna̧ć ‘to be pulling’, ciekna̧ć ‘to
be leaking’, mkna̧ć ‘to be running (poetic/literary)’, brna̧c ‘to be wading’, and
narzekać ‘to be complaining’.

Class1 verbs are states or gradual transitions Class1 verbs are the most
semantically varied of all. This class groups together two semantically quite
distinct (though related) types of verb: states and gradual transitions.

Many of the verbs in class1 are state verbs. When state verbs are perfec-
tivised by their empty prefix they become inchoative. That is, perfectivised
state verbs refer to the beginning point of the state. For example, kochać ‘to
be loving’ has as its twin pokochać ‘to have started to love’, rozumieć ‘to be
understanding’ has as its twin zrozumieć ‘to have started to understand’, and
wierzyć ‘to be believing’ has its twin uwierzyć ‘to have started to believe’. So
the temporal semantics of state verbs is rather special. With class4 and class3
verbs empty prefixes denote the completion of the event (and indeed empty pre-
fixes act this way with the class1 verbs that are gradual transitions, as we shall
soon see). But with state verbs, the empty prefix has precisely the opposite
temporal effect.

Here is a list of class1 state verbs: kochać ‘to be loving (someone/something)’,
nienawidzić ‘to be hating’, wierzyć ‘to be believing’, ufać ‘to be trusting’, rozu-
mieć ‘to be understanding’, martwić siȩ ‘to be worrying’, weselić siȩ ‘to be
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being joyful’, cieszyć siȩ ‘to be being happy’, ża lować ‘to be regretting’, lubić
‘to be liking’, chorować ‘to be being sick’, szanować ‘to be respecting’, wielbić
‘to be worshipping’, czuć ‘to be feeling’, intrygować ‘to be intriguing someone’,
dziwić ‘to be making someone intrigued/curious/surprised’, and podobać siȩ ‘to
be pleasing’.

The remaining verbs in class1 are what we shall call gradual transitions. This
subgroup is subject to an interesting formational regularity: nearly all gradual
transitions are made perfective by means of a single empty prefix, namely z(a)-.
For example, grubna̧ć ‘to be growing fat’ under application of the empty prefix
z - becomes zgrubna̧ć ‘to have become fat’, and perfectivising ma̧drzeć ‘to be
growing wise’ results in zma̧drzeć ‘to have become wise’. An exception to this
regularity is prostować siȩ ‘to straighten (oneself) up’, which is made perfective
by means of the empty prefix wy-.

But what about the semantics of gradual transitions? They can best be
paraphrased as a gradual attainment of the state of having a certain property.
Incidentally, the fact that gradual transitions and states both belong to class1
verbs may go some way towards explaining what at first sight seems a semantic
peculiarity of state verbs, namely that they have an inchoative reading when
perfectivised by their empty prefix. The verb grubna̧ć ‘to be growing fat’ refers
to a state-changing process, a movement towards a culmination point. This
culmination point simultaneously marks the end of the becoming-fat process,
and the start of the being fat process. So perhaps the starting point of a state is
the natural one to mark after all. And interestingly, some verbs are ambiguous
between a gradual transition and a state interpretation: for instance, zielenić
siȩ ‘to be growing green’, or czerwienić siȩ ‘to be turning red’. For instance, the
Polish sentence Pola zielenia̧ siȩ can be translated into English as ‘(The) fields
are being green’, or as ‘(The) fields are becoming green’. The former reading
is a state reading, and the latter reading is a gradual transition reading. The
interpretation of the perfectivising operation depends on these two readings:
Pola zazieleni ly siȩ can be translated as ‘(The) fields have started to be green’,
or ‘(The) fields have become green’.

But this is speculation, and it is time to move on. Before doing so, here is a
list of gradual transitions for the readers to think about: ma̧drzeć ‘to be growing
wise’, g lupieć ‘to be becoming stupid’, chudna̧ć ‘to be losing weight’, grubna̧ć ‘to
be growing fat’, zielenieć ‘to be growing green’, czernieć ‘to be becoming black’,
bledna̧ć ‘to be growing pale’, starzeć siȩ ‘to be becoming old’, ‘to be ageing’,
brzydna̧ć ‘to be becoming ugly’, czerwienić siȩ ‘to be turning red’, zielenić siȩ
‘to be growing green’, and rumienić siȩ ‘to be blushing’. Figure 1 summarises
our account of verb pairing in Polish.

6 Compositional Semantics

We shall now sketch how the semantic distinctions just discussed can be inte-
grated into a compositional semantics for Polish. We do so by defining a small
Montague-style fragment. The fragment generates event-based representations
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IMPERFECTIVES PERFECTIVES

Class1
Statives and ongoing Inchoatives and completed
gradual transitions gradual transitions

Class2
Ongoing processes Completed processes

Class3
Ongoing culminating processes Completed culminated culminating pro-

cesses
Completed non-culminated culminating
processes

Class4
Ongoing unitisable processes Completed arbitrary unitisable processes

Completed non-minimal unitisable pro-
cesses
Completed minimal unitisable processes

Class5
Ongoing culminations Completed culminations

Figure 1: The five basic and eight derived aspectual classes

in first-order logic; for a discussion of the event ontology underlying this frag-
ment, see Chapter 5 of M lynarczyk (2004), and for an alternative approach to
the classification based on event-calculus, see Labenz (2004). In what follows
we use the notation of Blackburn and Bos (2005) to define lambda expressions;
in particular, we use @ to indicate functional application.

As the classification gives us information about the meaning of lexical items,
it could (in principle) be used with any compositional approach to semantics
whatsoever (and indeed, one of our current goals is to incorporate the classifica-
tion into a DRT-based semantics to enable the effects of aspectual distinctions at
the discourse level to be analysed). We shall here show that its key ideas can be
captured in a simple and uniform fashion. Imperfective verbs pose no problems:
we simply employ a traditional analysis in which ‘imperfectivity’ boils down to
‘ongoing’, and this is easy to capture in a first-order theory of events. But what
about perfectives? As we have seen, various formant/verb combinations can be
choosy about what they are looking for. For example, when a class3 verb is
combined with po- it wants a completed non-culminated cp, but when it is com-
bined with its empty prefix it wants a completed culminated cp. Nonetheless,
here too a (by and large) traditional analysis is possible. In essence, we say
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that ‘perfectivity’ (for non-stative verbs) boils down to ‘completed’ and capture
any additional semantic constraints that may be required by adding additional
conjuncts to the semantic representation. Let’s look at the details.

Culminations Class5 verbs (culminations) are perfective. A typical example
is kupic. We assign it the following semantics:

kupic: to buy, perfective form
λwλy(w@λzλtλe(kupic(e) ∧ agent(e, y) ∧ patient(e, z) ∧ conc(e, t)))

This is the traditional analysis of perfectivity as completion: we use the conjunct
conc(e, t) to assert that the temporal variable t marks the time of conclusion
of event e. Incidentally, note that the underlying compositional pattern used
here is just λwλy(w@λz(verb(y, z)), the familiar Montague-style pattern for
transitive verbs.

Class5 verbs have one aspectual twin, formed by morphonological change.
Combining kupic with this formant gives rise to the following lexical entry:

kupowac: to buy, imperfective form: mpc(kupic)
λwλy(w@λzλtλe(kupic(e) ∧ agent(e, y) ∧ patient(e, z) ∧ induration(e, t)))

This is the traditional analysis of imperfectivity as ongoing: we use the conjunct
induration(e, t) to assert that the time denoted by the temporal variable t
belongs to the temporal interval over which the event e is realised.

Unitisable Processes Class4 verbs (unitisable processes) are imperfective.
A typical example is pukac. We assign it the following semantics:

pukac: to knock, imperfective form
λyλtλe(pukac(e) ∧ agent(e, y) ∧ induration(e, t))

This is just the traditional semantics for imperfectives. As before, we use the
conjunct induration(e, t) to assert that the time denoted by the temporal
variable t belongs to the temporal interval over which the event e is realised.

Class4 verbs have three aspectual twins, one formed by empty prefixation,
one formed by delimitative po- prefixation, and one formed by semelfactive -na̧-
suffixation. Combining pukac with these formants gives rise to the following
lexical entries:

zapukac: to knock, perfective form: ep(pukac)
λyλtλe(pukac(e) ∧ agent(e, y) ∧ conc(e, t))

popukac: to knock, perfective form: po(pukac)
λyλtλe(pukac(e) ∧ ¬minimal(e) ∧ agent(e, y) ∧ conc(e, t)))

puknac: to knock, perfective form: na(pukac)
λyλtλe(pukac(e) ∧minimal(e) ∧ agent(e, y) ∧ conc(e, t))

The key point here is the distinction between minimal and non-minimal
processes. This distinction (indicated by minimal(e) and ¬minimal(e) respec-
tively) underlies the difference of meaning between perfective verbs formed by
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empty prefixation (which are indifferent to the distinction), those formed by
delimitative po- prefixation (which demand the completion of a non-minimal
process), and those formed by semelfactive -na̧- suffixation (which demand the
completion of a minimal process). To put it another way: the perfective twin
formed by empty prefixation receives the traditional perfective semantics (the
temporal variable t is bound to the time of conclusion of event e) whereas both
other twins receive the standard semantics augmented by additional conditions
on the minimality of e.

Culminating Processes Class3 verbs (culminating processes) are imperfec-
tive. A typical example is pisac. We assign it the following semantics:

pisac: to write, imperfective form
λwλy(w@λzλtλe(pisac(e) ∧ agent(e, y) ∧ patient(e, z) ∧ induration(e, t)))

Again, this is the traditional semantics for imperfectives.
Class3 verbs have two aspectual twins, one formed by empty prefixation,

and one formed by delimitative po- prefixation. Combining pisac with these
formants gives rise to the following lexical entries:

napisac: to write, perfective form: ep(pisac)
λwλy(w@λzλtλe(pisac(e)∧culm(e)∧agent(e, y)∧patient(e, z)∧conc(e, t)))

popisac: to write, perfective form: po(pisac)
λwλy(w@λzλtλe(pisac(e)∧¬culm(e)∧agent(e, y)∧patient(e, z)∧conc(e, t)))

The key point to observe is the distinction between culminating processes
that actually reach their culmination, and culminating processes that are broken
off. This distinction (here indicated by culm(e) and ¬culm(e) respectively)
underlies the difference of meaning between perfective verbs formed by empty
prefixation and those formed by delimitative po- prefixation. In both cases
the semantics is the traditional perfective semantics augmented by additional
conditions concerning culmination.

Processes Class2 verbs (processes) are imperfective. A typical example is
spacerowac. We assign it the traditional semantics for imperfectives:

spacerowac: to walk, imperfective form
λyλtλe(spacerowac(e) ∧ agent(e, y) ∧ induration(e, t))

Class2 verbs have one aspectual twin, which is formed by delimitative po-
prefixation. Combining pisac with this formant yields the following lexical entry:

pospacerowac: to walk, perfective form: po(spacerowac)
λyλtλe(spacerowac(e) ∧ agent(e, y) ∧ conc(e, t))

This is just the traditional semantics for perfectives.
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States and Gradual transitions Class1 verbs (states and gradual transi-
tions) are imperfective. But imperfective states and imperfective gradual tran-
sitions differ in their semantic behaviour, so we must consider an example of
each:

kochac: to love, imperfective form, state
λwλy(w@λzλtλe(kochac(e)∧agent(e, y)∧patient(e, z)∧induration(e, t)))

madrzec: to grow wise, imperfective form, gradual transition
λyλtλe(madrzec(e) ∧ patient(e, y) ∧ induration(e, t))

Both types of verbs have the now-familiar imperfective semantics. But when we
perfectivise the state verb we require the following lexical entry:

pokochac: to love, perfective form: ep(kochac), state
λwλy(w@λzλtλe(kochac(e)∧ agent(e, y)∧ patient(e, z)∧ inception(e, t)))

That is, for state verbs, the perfective form binds the temporal variable to the
inception (that is, the starting time) of the state, as perfectives of state verbs
have an inchoative reading. On the other hand, for the gradual transition verbs
we require the following lexical entry:

zmadrzec: to grow wise, perfective form: ep(madrzec), gradual transition
λyλtλe(madrzec(e) ∧ patient(e, y) ∧ conc(e, t))

That is, in such cases we once again have the traditional perfective semantics:
the temporal variable t is bound to the conclusion of the gradual transition.

Handling Tense Let us now define the required tense operators. In Polish,
there are two morphological tenses: past and present. Semantically however,
there are three: while the morphological past interacts uniformly with all verbs,
the morphological present tense interacts differently depending on whether the
verbal form is perfective or imperfective. In particular, if the verb form is
imperfective, the present tense locates the temporal location of the eventuality
at the utterance time (that is, at now), whereas if the verb is perfective, the
present tense operator places the temporal location of the eventuality in the
future. So we shall make use of the following three tense operators:

PAST λφ∃t∃e(t < now ∧ (φ@t)@e)

PRESimpf λφ∃t∃e(t = now ∧ (φ@t)@e)

PRESperf λφ∃t∃e(now < t ∧ (φ@t)@e)

That is, whereas the past tense is semantically uniform, in the present tense the
form of the operator used must agree aspectually with the verb.

A fragment of Polish Figure 2 is a collection of phrase structure rules cou-
pled with semantic rules. As we haven’t spelt out the details of feature agree-
ments (for case, gender, animacy, tense, and so on), most of it is straightfor-
ward, but the following remark on the fourth and fifth rules (which license noun
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S −→ NP VP ||S|| = ||TENSE||@(||NP||@||VP||)

NP −→ DET N ||NP|| = ||DET||@||N||

NP −→ PN ||NP|| = ||PN||

NP −→ N ||NP|| = ||CI||@||N||,
where ||CI|| = λPλQ∃x(P@x ∧Q@x)

NP −→ N ||NP|| = ||CD||@||N||,
where ||CD|| = λPλQ∃y(∀x(P@x↔ x = y) ∧Q@y)

VP −→ V ||VP|| = ||V||

VP −→ V NP ||VP|| = ||V||@||NP||

Figure 2: The rules for the fragment

phrases that dominate ‘bare’ nouns) may be helpful. In Polish (as in other Slavic
languages) there are no definite or indefinite articles, hence (ignoring X-Bar the-
ory to simplify the exposition) nouns can give rise directly to NPs. What is the
semantics of such bare noun NPs? That depends on the context. Sometimes
they are interpreted as indefinite NPs, sometimes as definite NPs. The fourth
and fifth descriptions license these possibilities. Syntactically, they license bare
noun NPs. Semantically, they apply a contextually determined semantic ele-
ment to the noun semantics, either CI or CD. Here CI stands for contextual
indefinite, and this contextual element is here identified with

λPλQ∃x(P@x ∧Q@x)

which is the standard Montagovian representation for indefinites. Similarly, CD
stands for contextual definite, and this contextual element is identified with

λPλQ∃y(∀x(P@x↔ x = y) ∧Q@y)

which is the standard Montagovian representation for definites.

Two examples As a first example, consider Jan spaceruje (Jan is walking).
From the lexical entry for Jan and the rule for forming noun phrases from proper
names it follows that

||NP|| = λu.u@jan.

From the fact that spaceruje is the present imperfective form of spacerowac
and the rule for forming verb phrases from intransitive verbs, it follows that:

||VP|| = λyλtλe(spacerowac(e) ∧ agent(e, y) ∧ induration(e, t)).
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Hence ||NP||@||VP|| first β-reduces to

λyλtλe(spacerowac(e) ∧ agent(e, y) ∧ induration(e, t))@jan,

and then to:

λtλe(spacerowac(e) ∧ agent(e, jan) ∧ induration(e, t)).

It only remains to apply the tense operator to the sentence. As the verb is a
present tensed imperfective, we must apply λφ∃t∃e(t = now∧(φ@t)@e). Doing
so yields (after β-reduction):

∃t∃e(t = now ∧ spacerowac(e) ∧ agent(e, jan) ∧ induration(e, t)),

which is the required representation.
As a second example, consider Jan pospaceruje. This example is a variant

of the previous one: the only difference is that pospaceruje is the present
perfective form of spacerowac, thus its closest English equivalent is ‘Jan will
have walked’.

This time ||NP||@||VP|| reduces to

λtλe(spacerowac(e) ∧ agent(e, jan) ∧ conc(e, t)).

That is, the variable t binds the time of conclusion of the eventuality, because
the verb is perfective.

It only remains to apply the tense operator to the sentence. As the verb is a
present tensed perfective, this time we must apply λφ∃t∃e(now < t∧ (φ@t)@e)
Doing so yields (after β-reduction):

∃t∃e(now < t ∧ spacerowac(e) ∧ agent(e, jan) ∧ conc(e, t)),

which is the required representation.

7 Limits of the classification

As we remarked earlier, there are three types of verb to which the classification
is not intended to apply: modal verbs, habitual/iterative verbs, and verbs that
come in suppletive pairs. The Polish modal verbs are móc ‘can/may’ and musieć
‘must/should/have to’. They are standardly classed as imperfective, but this is
for diachronic and morphological reasons; aspectual concepts aren’t semantically
relevant to them, and none of them has a perfective partner. Polish also has a
small number of habitual/iterative verbs such as pisywać ‘to write from time to
time/have a habit of writing’. They are not verbs with a single episode meaning,
so the secondary imperfectivisation test does not apply to them, and hence we
exclude them from the classification too. Finally, there is a handful of Polish
verbs that come in suppletive pairs. That is, there is no word-formational link
between the two verbs in the pair — they are two completely distinct forms.
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For example the imperfective verb brać ‘to be taking’ has as its aspectual twin
the perfective verb wzia̧ć ‘to have taken’, and the perfective verb przej́sć ‘to
have crossed’ or ‘to have passed’ has as its imperfective twin przechodzić ‘to
be crossing/passing’. Clearly our formant-based classification does not apply
to such verbs. And now that we know which verbs the classification does not
apply to, we must ask the obvious question: does it successfully cover the rest?

To answer this we examined the data given in Czochralski (1975). Czoch-
ralski’s work is based on an analysis of a corpus of 9,000 Polish verbs, together
with instances of their distribution (Czochralski, 1975, page 11). The corpus
was constructed by Czochralski himself, and contains data from Polish of the
1960s. An examination of this corpus shows that there are other verbs that our
classification does not cover, or does not cover completely. Let’s see what we
have missed out.

First, there are two frequently used stative verbs which cannot be made per-
fective: być ‘to be’, mieć ‘to have’. When a perfective form is required for these
verbs, Polish speakers use a semantically closely related verb to paraphrase. For
example, an imperfective sentence built using być ‘to be’ may be paraphrased
into the perfective using ‘to become’: Jan jest szczȩśliwy ‘Jan is happy’ can be
perfectivised by paraphrase to Jan sta l siȩ szczȩśliwy ‘Jan has become happy’,
and Jan ma gȩś ‘Jan has a goose’ can be perfectivised by paraphrase to Jan
dosta l gȩś ‘Jan got a goose’. Another counterexample (also involving a state
verb) is posia̧ść ‘to have come into possession of/to have started to own’. As
the translation makes clear, this perfective verb in inchoative (that is, it has the
semantic behaviour typical of a state verb). However our classification puts it
in class5, as it imperfectivises via morphonological change to yield posiadać ‘to
be owning’.

There are also a few culmination verbs that, according to Czochralski, do
not have imperfective partners. Here, however, some of Czochralski’s claims are
open to dispute, or at least are hard to assess. For example, he says that the verb
żachna̧ć siȩ cannot be imperfectivised. (This reflexive verb is hard to translate:
it means something like ‘to have reacted with discontent to something/someone’
or perhaps ‘to have annoyed oneself because of someone else’.) But some Polish
speakers find żachać siȩ perfectly acceptable. And indeed the ‘Dictionary of
Correct Polish’ (“S lownik poprawnej polszczyzny”) does include this imperfec-
tive verb (Doroszewski, 1977, page 1041). In a similar vein, Czochralski says
that the verb przeżegnać siȩ ‘to have made the sign of the cross (reflexive)’
cannot be imperfectivised. However, an imperfective form of przeżegnać siȩ ‘to
have made the sign of the cross (reflexive)’, namely przeżegnywać siȩ ‘to be
making the sign of the cross (reflexive)’, is reasonably common in oral Polish.
Also, Czochralski says that zwichna̧ć ‘to have dislocated (one’s shoulder)’ can-
not be imperfectivised. This is disputable. In principle, it is possible to derive
an imperfective form of this verb in the way our classification predicts. How-
ever, on semantic grounds, an imperfective verb of zwichna̧ć ‘to have dislocated
(one’s shoulder)’, namely zwichać ‘to be dislocating (one’s shoulder)’, is not
often needed, and hence, not often created. Moreover, since this verb refers to
an instantaneous change of state, its imperfective form tends to be interpreted
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in iterative terms. In general, it seems that imperfective twins of culmination
verbs that refer to events with a very short duration, are rather rarely used.
Some of them require a special context of use, and some of them are forced into
iterative readings. It would be desirable to make use of electronic corpora to
get further empirical evidence concerning such verbs.

However our examination of Czochralski’s corpus also revealed other verbs
that our classification clearly does not handle: przebrna̧ć ‘to have crossed through
(with difficulty)’, wybrna̧ć ‘to have got out (with difficulty)’, dobrna̧ć ‘to have
covered the final stretch (with difficulty)’, and zabrna̧ć ‘to have waded’. These
are clearly all culmination verbs, and hence should belong to class5. But they
don’t: they can’t be imperfectivised by morphonological change because of their
phonological structure. So if they need an imperfective twin of these verbs, Pol-
ish speakers use the basic imperfective verb instead. For instance, Jan przebrna̧ l
przez problemy ‘Jan has managed to have crossed through the problems’ is im-
perfectivised to Jan brna̧ l przez problemy ‘Jan was crossing through the prob-
lems’; Jan dobrna̧ l do celu ‘Jan has managed to reach his goal’ is imperfectivised
to Jan brna̧ l do celu ‘Jan was making an effort to reach his goal’.

There is also a semantic puzzle concerning motion verbs. The following six
verbs behave exactly as our classification would predict: biegać ‘to run’, chodzić
‘to walk/to go’, p lywać ‘to swim’, latać ‘to fly’, fruwać ‘to fly (a bird)’, and
jeździć ‘to drive’. That is, they are all class2 verbs: they take the delimitative
po- prefix, and behave semantically exactly in the way we expect. However,
these six verbs have near-synonyms, namely: biec ‘to run’, ísć ‘to walk/to go’,
p lyna̧ć ‘to swim’, lecieć ‘to fly’, fruna̧ć ‘to fly (a bird)’, and jechać ‘to drive’.
Polish speakers use these verbs to emphasise the nowness or the immediacy of
the event. These verbs also belong to class2, because they get perfectivised
using the po- prefix. But now comes the puzzle: when perfectivised, these
behave semantically like states. That is, they have an inchoative reading.

There is also an interesting group of verbs involving the suffix -na̧-. Suffix-
ation by -na̧- is so vivid and tangible to native speakers that they sometimes
use it outside the regular patterns, especially when they wish to emphasise the
momentaneity of an event, or the fact that an event culminated. Such verbs are
used in colloquial language first, but may later be assimilated into mainstream
use. Consider the imperfective verb fundować ‘to treat (to invite someone out
and pay for him)’. In standard Polish, this is a regular culminating process
verb, which takes an empty prefix (namely za-) and delimitative po-. However,
a novel aspectual twin has gained currency: fundna̧ć. As Czochralski remarks,
fundna̧ć is a marked use, and is typically used in young people’s colloquial con-
versation. To a native speaker, this form feels as if it emphasises the actual
moment of paying for somebody, and it is clearly perfective. But fundna̧ć is not
covered by our classification.

To conclude our discussion, there is another phenomenon which does not
constitute a counterexample to the classification but which should be mentioned
here: prefix doublets. Normally, if a verb has an empty prefix, only one prefix
is empty for that verb. However, there are a small number of verbs which
have two empty prefixational possibilities, and these are called prefix doublets.
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For example, the reflexive verb malować siȩ ‘to put makeup on oneself’ is a
culminating process verb, and it can take either u- or po- as an empty prefix.
Researchers agree that the prefixal doublets are stylistic or dialectal variants of
each other, and they tend to disappear from the language. So for instance, while
pomalować siȩ ‘to have put makeup on oneself’ seems to be the neutral verb
of the doublet, umalować siȩ ‘to have put makeup on oneself’ seems to be the
stylistically marked one. From an evolutionary perspective, prefixal doublets
are a remnant of earlier stages of prefixation in Polish. Until the 15th century
Polish had many such competing doublets (indeed, sometimes triplets), but in
the intervening centuries most verbs have selected for one of these possibilities,
and driven out the other(s). Verbs such as malować siȩ are best viewed as the
residue of this diachronic process. They don’t challenge the ideas underlying
the classification: we simply have to admit that in some cases verbs have two
prefixes capable of filling the empty prefix role rather than one.

8 Concluding remarks

In this paper we have formally defined a theory of Polish aspect. In essence, the
theory is traditional. It does not presuppose that there is a sharp theoretical
distinction between prefixation and suffixation (on the contrary, we chose to
work at the word-formational level in order to treat them on an equal footing)
and takes seriously the idea that virtually all verbs in Polish occur in aspectual
pairs. The theory is also essentially formal; that is, it consciously tries to re-
duce appeal to semantic criteria. Episodic verbs belong to an aspectual pair if
application of the secondary imperfectivisation and perfectivisation tests tells
us they are.

Although by and large traditional, the resulting system holds several sur-
prises. For a start, some verbs have two, and some verbs three, aspectual twins.
Moreover, the formally defined verb classes turn out to be semantically signif-
icant. They induce something reminiscent of a Vendler-style classification of
Polish verbs. The result is a system in which (as traditionalists insist) the per-
fective versus imperfective distinction selects between completed and ongoing
events, but with the added twist that for some verb classes different perfective
forms may impose further constraints on the type of event that was completed.

Much remains to be done. For a start, the limits of the classification need
to be investigated more accurately, preferably with the help of large computa-
tional corpora. Czochralski’s corpora, while useful, can only be regarded as a
first test: more detailed investigations are required here. Furthermore, this pa-
per has essentially dealt with Polish aspect at the lexical level: we have focused
almost entirely on the verbs. But of course, many of the most interesting aspec-
tual phenomena come into play at higher level, notably the level of discourse.
It would be highly desirable to define a DRT-based semantics to explore the
effects at this level. Finally, another obvious question is whether these ideas
transfer to other Slavic languages. We feel that many of them do, but that
some methodological changes may be called for when carrying out such work.
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In particular, Russian and Czech seem to permit a higher degree of secondary
imperfectivisation than Polish does. So extending these ideas to such languages
might mean employing tests such as the historical present test in addition to
the secondary perfectivisation and imperfectivisation tests.

But to close the paper, we wish to make some further remarks on the rela-
tion between our work and Czochralski’s. At first glance, it may appear that
our views are very different. After all, Czochralski is the high priest of the neo-
traditionalists for Polish. A closer look reveals that our positions have much in
common. In many places of his writings, Czochralski comes close to rebelling
against his Russian mentors Maslov and Isačenko and conceding that the ‘true’
pairing encoded by suffixation and the ‘secondary’ pairing encoded by prefixa-
tion do not differ semantically. Moreover, in a second act of rebellion, Czochral-
ski accords privileged status to delimitative po- prefixation and semelfactive -na̧-
suffixation, just as we do. For example, regarding po- prefixation he says that

Die Delimitativa konnotieren die Handlung als eine teilweise aus-
geführte. (Czochralski, 1975, page 21)

That is, according to this description, delimitative po- prefixation does not
modify the basic verb with any shade of (lexical) meaning, but modifies it
temporally: it simply expresses that the action ended before it was brought to
its natural endpoint. And being purely temporal, the delimitative Aktionsart
verb should have exactly the same status as a member of a ‘true’ aspectual pair.

Regarding semelfactive -na̧- suffixation, Czochralski argues that it should be
regarded as giving rise to aspectual pairs:

Anhaltspunkte dazu liefern der entgegengesetzte Aspekt und die
gemeinsame lexikalische Grundbedeutung. Diese Verbpaare beze-
ichnen ja immer die gleiche — nur in ihrem Ablauf unterschiedliche
— Handlung. Und die Opposition Semelfaktivität vs. Frequenta-
tivität bzw. Iterativität ist eine der Strukturoppositionen innerhalb
der (polystrukturalen) Aspektkategorie. (Czochralski, 1975, page 60)

What then is the difference between our views? Recall that Czochralski
wanted aspect to be an obligatory binary grammatical category of Polish verbs.
Now by binary Czochralski meant category that fulfils the secondary imper-
fectivisation test (Czochralski, 1975, page 18), so again we have a point of
agreement. By obligatory Czochralski means that every Polish verb is marked
as perfective or imperfective (Czochralski, 1975, page 13), and we agree with
this as well.

In short, the conceptual difference underlying Czochralski’s work and the
work presented here pretty much boils down to a single issue: should aspect in
Polish be regarded as grammatical (by which Czochralski means inflectional) or
not? This paper is essentially an extended defence of the position that it should
not be so regarded. To insist that Polish aspect is inflectional is to obscure
the formal and semantic structure embodied in the Polish aspectual system.
But if we relax this demand, and move to the more abstract word-formational
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level, something that genuinely deserves to be called the Polish aspectual system
emerges clearly.
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